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One Contemporary Art and Engel Gallery are proud to announce a new exhibition in Venice, ‘ Law 
of Superposition’ solo exhibition of the Israeli artist Jack Jano. The exhibition, with the patronage 
of the Cultural Office of the Israeli Embassy in Italy, is hosted in the space of the cultural association 
in the Island of Giudecca, while an artwork of the artist  is hosted in the Hebrew Museum of Venice. 
Curated by Pier Paolo Scelsi and Gavriel Engel, Law of Superposition analyzes through the artistic 
medium, of sculpture and installation, the themes of identity and space where the identity assumes 
its meaning, the city.

To Jack Jano Art and Life correspond, they are part of a single flow, a continuum where it is impossi-
ble to feel or perceive any barrier, any division, both of places and times; in a daily fusion of elements, 
in a rhythm ticked by common objects, everyday life, living, which for Jano become sources of artistic 
production. 
The matter, art materials are the same with which Jano builds his house, the space for his family, the 
walls of his office, his works.
Strong materials, unrefined, of rough tactility.
Iron, glass, sand, earth, are often joined together by the element of fire in a perception of creative 
act in symbiosis with the ground, with belonging to a place, not to a border, with or without which it 
would not be possible for the artist to create his artistic creation.
The theme of the exhibition is the recovery of the face, the loss of the mask, and it is included in Me 
& I, a big installation, developed through the modus operandi of Jano, whom superimposed and 
retracted his face over images retrieved from advertising pages, billboards, magazines, art books, in  
an infinite iteration of stamping the face on the mask, goes on to create a whole where the multipli-
cation of this practice invade space. 
In Upside Down City the world is overturned, in its Cartesian being as in its scale of values, burde-
ned and crushed by the weight of a mountain that cannot fully fulfil the role of a negative exception, 
constrained by its real and true physical essence leads the work to become an almost archaeological 
process, study and tale of a root and a base that disappears and dissolves in The White City in front 
of which we now stand,  a city locked and closed between walls, oppressive for its whiteness  and 
purity, which is able to detach itself from any foundation and obligation, in an upwards projection 
that becomes the solution and overcoming of any social, political and geographic limit.

Jack Jano was born in Morocco on the 0\0\1949, graduated at the Bezalel Academy, during his car-
rier he exhibited in important galleries from New York to London, from Munich to Jerusalem.
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